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About This Game

Back in 1983 Hudson Soft and Konami released Bomberman (in Europe known as Dynablaster).

Hide and go boom is a modern take on that classic game. With more than one twist.

Play with your friends either on split screen or over the internet.

Run around in a maze, drop bombs to destroy the boxes and collect the powerups.
Avoid being killed by your enemies or your own stupidity. Playing in insanity mode, the latter is harder than the former.

Playing much like the original, Hide and go Boom adds its own twists to the game.
Instead of the birds eye view, you now enjoy a first person view of the action.

Gameplay

Drop bombs to destroy crates or enemies

Block in your opponents with your bombs

Strategically place bombs above or below enemies and hit them from an angle they don't expect

Explore the junkyard after you collect the jump buffs
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2 distinct levels that offer very different experiences (more levels to come)

Powerups

Extra bombs

More powerful explosions

Remote control

Extra speed

Extra jump

Extra jump strength

One jump limit

Limited jump strength

Involuntary bomb dropping

Planned powerups, not in the game yet

Short fuse

Jetpack

Invulnerability

Timewarp
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Title: Hide and go boom
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Partial Reality
Publisher:
Partial Reality
Release Date: 17 Feb, 2018
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mario party the top 100 hide and go boom. mario party 4 hide and go boom. dcuo hide and go boom. hide and go boom steam.
mario party hide and go boom. hide and go boom

This game was one of the worst fortnite copies i have ever played, therefor 3\/9.5. Game is genuinely a blast to play with
friends. It's quick and is perfect to play while waiting for something or someone. Great game to have a laugh with friends still in
development though and has a few minor bugs (none that are game-breaking though) . Just remember the game is still in
development so expect minor bugs. overall though the game is fun for the most part but can get repetitive so for now personally
i will rate it 7/10 and i will update this as the game develops. but in the end i would definately recomend this game to friends..
Good game! More game mode please.. very fun game. 10\/10 would bang again. Hmm what? Oh its a review my bad ^-^.

Pros: addicting fun game to play with others
Nice graphics
Cheap price
Controller accessible

Cons: No key bindings or an options tab to change everything
You get trapped in bombs. (I mean i assume this was done on purpose however not that fun for me)
No tab to see who you're playing with
No chat
Slo-mo is not fun at all!
Im only recommending this game because it is fun and addictive, aside from those critical areas of improvement.

~m1ka. The refund button works fine. This game was one of the worst fortnite copies i have ever played, therefor 3/9.5
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The refund button works fine. A really fun game! You can spend a lot of time playing with your friends, and one of the best
things is that there is also local multiplayer. If you like Bomberman, give this game a try. There are various options to customize
your gamemode, to make the experience even better. It's like Bomberman, but with other 10 layers of Bomberman... or 9... or
7... It depends on how you customize the game mode.

The game is still pretty new, which means that tons of stuff will still be added to the game to make the game more fun. With
what it already is, it is a solid experience.

Some cons are that there isn't that much character customization, and the game has small bugs sometimes, but nothing that ruins
the fun. Other than that, the game is great!. This is the best game because my friend cried. Its also fun, I just wish that the
bombs had gravity and made bigger explosions. THE BEST GAME OF 2018. GAVE MY FRIEND A VIRUS AND WAS
FUNNY AS HELL!. Fun game to play with friends and have a good laugh, there are small things to address but the developer
seems cool, oh and one small warning, the soundboard is made by the voice of the dev, personally it cracked me up.. Game is
genuinely a blast to play with friends. It's quick and is perfect to play while waiting for something or someone

Linux support:
Just a quick update to inform you that Hide and go boom now supports Linux(experimentally).

If you experience any problems, don't hesitate to contact me and I will do my best to squash the problem.

/Rasmus. Hide and go boom has released!:
Hide and go boom has officially been released to the public.
Grab your buddies and join the action.

Huge thanks to all the people who helped test the game before Early Access release, I couldn't have done it without you.

Should you run into any issues, please leave a comment and I will do my best to solve it right away.

Don't hesitate to suggest features, any input is welcome.

Enjoy

/Rasmus. Game configuration tool and 8 player limit:
A new game configuration tool has been released, so you can now configure the game to your liking.

Things to configure:. Play on Mac:

Mac version released. Free!:

Hide and go boom will be set free. Discord server and better controller support.:

Discord
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